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MARPOL Enforcement in USA    MARPOL Enforcement in USA    
Purpose of PresentationPurpose of Presentation

•• HistoryHistory
•• The circumstancesThe circumstances
•• The legal issuesThe legal issues
•• How to avoid OWS and ORB violationsHow to avoid OWS and ORB violations



•• Equipment to filter oily waterEquipment to filter oily water
•• Oil concentration not to exceed 15 Oil concentration not to exceed 15 ppmppm
•• Device to stop overboard discharge if > 15 Device to stop overboard discharge if > 15 ppmppm
•• Holding tank to retain oily bilge waterHolding tank to retain oily bilge water
•• Details to be recorded in Oil Record BookDetails to be recorded in Oil Record Book
•• Also details of disposal and incineration Also details of disposal and incineration 

MARPOL                                        MARPOL                                        
Annex I, Regulation 16Annex I, Regulation 16





MARPOL Enforcement in USA    MARPOL Enforcement in USA    
OverviewOverview

•• Authorities targeting OWS & ORB violationsAuthorities targeting OWS & ORB violations
•• Not necessary to prove unlawful discharge of oilNot necessary to prove unlawful discharge of oil
•• ““BeBe fearfulfearful ofof prosecutionprosecution”” (Department(Department ofof Justice)Justice)
•• ““A major priorityA major priority”” (Environmental Crimes Unit)(Environmental Crimes Unit)



John Peter Suarez                                             
Assistant Administrator, Environmental 

Protection Agency

“These indictments and guilty pleas underscore 
the federal government’s  resolve to 

prosecute polluters who use the oceans and 
shorelines as dumping grounds…We will 
take swift and appropriate actions against 

those who are responsible whether they are 
on board or in the boardroom”



Tom Sansonetti
Assistant Attorney General, Justice Department 

Environmental & Natural Resource Division

“Our oceans are not dumping grounds and 
lying to the US Coast Guard will be 

vigorously prosecuted”



MARPOL Enforcement in USA    MARPOL Enforcement in USA    
OverviewOverview

•• Approx 90 cases to date (>$200m fines/penalties)Approx 90 cases to date (>$200m fines/penalties)
•• Whistleblower awards (up to 50% of fine)Whistleblower awards (up to 50% of fine)
•• Plea terms becoming more stringentPlea terms becoming more stringent
•• Challenges few and unsuccessfulChallenges few and unsuccessful



2 Jun 2003



9 Mar 2004



15 Nov 2004



4 Apr 2005



19 Dec 2005



6 Apr 2006



24 Mar 2006



24 Mar 2006Ionia fined $4.9m
Ionia Management of Greece has been fined $4.9m for falsifying records to conceal oil 
dumping into the sea and for impeding a US Coast Guard (USCG) investigation. US 
district judge Janet Arterton also appointed a “special master” to oversee the 
company’s record keeping. This official will hold hearings every six months to review 
its books. No Ionia ships will be permitted into US ports without first installing special 
monitoring equipment.

The sentencing followed the company’s conviction in September for incidents relating 
to its 45,000-dwt products tanker Kriton (built 1991). Between at least 1 January 2006 
and 20 March 2007, crew members made false entries in the ship's oil record book 
indicating that they had regularly used the ship's oil pollution prevention equipment. 

Evidence at trial proved that the equipment was rarely, if ever, used. Instead, crew 
members pumped the ship's oily water and sludge directly from the ship into the ocean 
using a rubber hose. At least 968 tons of oily water was unaccounted for. 

In addition to falsifying oil record books, Ionia Management submitted false statements 
in environmental compliance checklists that it was required to submit to the USCG as 
part of its probation from the 2004 conviction. After the USCG probe of the Kriton
began in March 2007, the ship's chief engineer and second engineer destroyed the 
rubber hose used to pump waste to the ocean. Both pleaded guilty. 

“Ionia Management engaged in serious criminal conduct, concealing their deliberate 
acts of large-scale pollution, even while they were on probation,” said Tenpas. “This 
company has a history of ignoring environmental laws and obstructing subsequent 
USCG investigations. Today’s sentence should make clear to them that such actions 
will be punished.”

Prosecutors had wanted a $9m fine, while Ionia lawyer George Chalos wanted no more 
than $306,000, arguing that events took place outside US waters. Ionia also argued that 
it had "a long history of effective environmental compliance" despite the two 
convictions.

17 Dec 2007



11 Jan 2008



30 Apr 2008



MARPOL Enforcement in USA    MARPOL Enforcement in USA    
What does the USCG look for?What does the USCG look for?

•• Chipped or fresh paintChipped or fresh paint
•• Oily marks and smudges around pipe jointsOily marks and smudges around pipe joints
•• Blanked off flanges and flanged flexible hosesBlanked off flanges and flanged flexible hoses
•• Possible crossover pipes (to ODV, sewage, ballast)Possible crossover pipes (to ODV, sewage, ballast)
•• Removable spool pieces and elbows in pipelinesRemovable spool pieces and elbows in pipelines
•• Operation of older OWS unitsOperation of older OWS units
•• Inability to operate OWSInability to operate OWS
•• SuspiciousSuspicious crewcrew behaviourbehaviour && conflictingconflicting statementsstatements



MARPOL Enforcement in USA    MARPOL Enforcement in USA    
What does the USCG look for?What does the USCG look for?

•• Oil Record Book inconsistencies:Oil Record Book inconsistencies:
-- entries too few or too regularentries too few or too regular
-- entries made in pencil and/or erasedentries made in pencil and/or erased
-- pages missingpages missing
-- blank lines left between entriesblank lines left between entries
-- lack of sludge disposal receiptslack of sludge disposal receipts
-- sludgesludge productionproduction && disposaldisposal recordsrecords dondon’’tt matchmatch











































MARPOL Enforcement in USAMARPOL Enforcement in USA
Typical ScenarioTypical Scenario

•• Routine USCG inspection Routine USCG inspection –– visit E/R, talk to crew visit E/R, talk to crew 
•• Possible Possible ““red flagsred flags”” observedobserved
•• Leave ship Leave ship –– may not voice suspicions at this stagemay not voice suspicions at this stage











MARPOL Enforcement in USAMARPOL Enforcement in USA
Typical ScenarioTypical Scenario

•• USCGUSCG return unannounced with EPA/FBI agentsreturn unannounced with EPA/FBI agents
•• Break open pipelines and dismantle ODVBreak open pipelines and dismantle ODV
•• Seize physical evidence (Seize physical evidence (egeg hoses, elbows)hoses, elbows)
•• Take many photographsTake many photographs
•• Interview crew and take statements:                            Interview crew and take statements:                            

. . -- OWS/incinerator inspection & maintenance                       OWS/incinerator inspection & maintenance                       

.. -- knowledge of OWS/incinerator operations            knowledge of OWS/incinerator operations            

.. -- will look for inconsistencieswill look for inconsistencies
•• Ship detained if grounds for suspicionShip detained if grounds for suspicion



MARPOL Enforcement in USA    MARPOL Enforcement in USA    
ImportantImportant

Do not obstruct the investigators                  Do not obstruct the investigators                  
Do not amend or destroy records                  Do not amend or destroy records                  

Do not try to influence crewmembers   Do not try to influence crewmembers   
Do not lie Do not lie 

This may make the situation worse                      This may make the situation worse                      













MARPOL Enforcement in USAMARPOL Enforcement in USA
Typical ScenarioTypical Scenario

•• Search warrant for whole ship may be executedSearch warrant for whole ship may be executed
•• Master/Ch Eng may receive Grand jury subpoena:                 Master/Ch Eng may receive Grand jury subpoena:                 

.. -- ambit usually very broad                                       ambit usually very broad                                       

.. -- documents, manuals, messages, logs, computers      documents, manuals, messages, logs, computers      



Mr Gene Rator
Chief Engineer, MV “Clean Machine”
Port of Norfolk, VA 

Grand Jury Room

July 25 2006,  9:30 am

United States District Courthouse
200 S Washington Street
Norfolk, Virginia 22314

Any and all documents relating to the storage, processing and disposal of oil 
sludge, waste oil and oily water including instructions from and communications 
with the operators of the vessel.



MARPOL Enforcement in USAMARPOL Enforcement in USA
Typical ScenarioTypical Scenario

•• Search warrant for whole ship may be executedSearch warrant for whole ship may be executed
•• Master/Ch Eng may receive Grand jury subpoena:                 Master/Ch Eng may receive Grand jury subpoena:                 

.. -- ambit usually very broad                                       ambit usually very broad                                       

.. -- documents, manuals, messages, logs, computers      documents, manuals, messages, logs, computers      
•• Grand jury subpoena may be served on crew:              Grand jury subpoena may be served on crew:              

.. -- testimonytestimony

.. -- crew may be detained as material witnessescrew may be detained as material witnesses
•• Findings considered with prosecution in mindFindings considered with prosecution in mind
•• Prosecutors may target individuals in companyProsecutors may target individuals in company
•• Be aware of Mutual Legal Assistance TreatyBe aware of Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty



15 Jul 2006



4 Apr 2005



MARPOL Enforcement in USA    MARPOL Enforcement in USA    
Typical OWS/ORB chargesTypical OWS/ORB charges

•• Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships (MARPOL)Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships (MARPOL)
•• Clean Water Act (failingClean Water Act (failing toto reportreport discharge of oil)discharge of oil)
•• False Statements Act (fine/up to 5 years prison)False Statements Act (fine/up to 5 years prison)
•• Obstruction of Justice (fine/up to 5 years prison)Obstruction of Justice (fine/up to 5 years prison)
•• Witness Tampering (fine/up to 10 years prison)Witness Tampering (fine/up to 10 years prison)
•• Conspiracy (fine/up to 5 years prison)Conspiracy (fine/up to 5 years prison)



MARPOL Enforcement in USA    MARPOL Enforcement in USA    
ImportantImportant

US corporate liability laws make it US corporate liability laws make it 
very difficult for a very difficult for a shipownershipowner to avoid to avoid 

criminal liability in such cases. A criminal liability in such cases. A 
company cannot escape prosecution company cannot escape prosecution 
by claiming that it by claiming that it ““didndidn’’t knowt know””. . 



MARPOL Enforcement in USA    MARPOL Enforcement in USA    
ImportantImportant

Very few successful challenges. Very few successful challenges. 
Know when to cut losses!Know when to cut losses!



MARPOL Enforcement in USA    MARPOL Enforcement in USA    
Terms of OWS plea agreementsTerms of OWS plea agreements

•• Fines (reward of up to 50% for Fines (reward of up to 50% for ““whistleblowerwhistleblower””))





6 Aug 2004



MARPOL Enforcement in USA    MARPOL Enforcement in USA    
Terms of OWS plea agreementsTerms of OWS plea agreements

•• Fines (including 50% to Fines (including 50% to ““whistleblowerwhistleblower””))
•• ProbationProbation
•• SMS assessed/monitored by independent auditorSMS assessed/monitored by independent auditor
•• Fleet Fleet ““Environmental Compliance ProgramEnvironmental Compliance Program””
•• Possible debarment (US government contracts)Possible debarment (US government contracts)
•• Possible suspension of US trading rightsPossible suspension of US trading rights



7 Sep 2006



MARPOL Enforcement in USA    MARPOL Enforcement in USA    
P&I  CoverP&I  Cover

P&I cover is not automatic in P&I cover is not automatic in 
incidents of this nature. Each case is incidents of this nature. Each case is 

considered on its own merits. In considered on its own merits. In 
certain circumstances there may be certain circumstances there may be 

no cover at all. no cover at all. 



MARPOL Enforcement in USA    MARPOL Enforcement in USA    
Preventive measuresPreventive measures

•• Always be truthful Always be truthful -- lying makes it worselying makes it worse
•• DoDo notnot attempt to destroy evidence or influence others attempt to destroy evidence or influence others 





MARPOL Enforcement in USA    MARPOL Enforcement in USA    
Preventive measuresPreventive measures

•• Always be truthful Always be truthful -- lying makes it worselying makes it worse
•• DoDo notnot attempt to destroy evidence or influence others attempt to destroy evidence or influence others 
•• Ensure ORB completed accurately & check figuresEnsure ORB completed accurately & check figures
•• Pay special attention to OWS and OCM:                       Pay special attention to OWS and OCM:                       

.. -- inspect, maintain, test & calibrate as specified               inspect, maintain, test & calibrate as specified               

.. -- keep detailed records keep detailed records inclincl painting/dismantling              painting/dismantling              

.. -- check pipelines/fittings against shipscheck pipelines/fittings against ships’’ drawings                  drawings                  

.. -- remove all flexible pipes                                      remove all flexible pipes                                      

.. -- remove or blank off all flanges not in use. remove or blank off all flanges not in use. 
•• Use USCG OWS inspection criteria as baseline?Use USCG OWS inspection criteria as baseline?











MARPOL Enforcement in USA    MARPOL Enforcement in USA    
Preventive measuresPreventive measures

•• StrictStrict monitoring by monitoring by suptssupts and internal auditorsand internal auditors
•• ClearClear statements in SMS re MARPOL compliancestatements in SMS re MARPOL compliance
•• Penalties in SMS for deliberate actsPenalties in SMS for deliberate acts
•• Crew to notify senior management if concernedCrew to notify senior management if concerned
•• Consider Consider ““tamperprooftamperproof”” monitoring systemsmonitoring systems
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Purpose of PresentationPurpose of Presentation

•• HistoryHistory
•• The circumstancesThe circumstances
•• The legal issuesThe legal issues
•• How to avoid OWS and ORB violationsHow to avoid OWS and ORB violations



•• Equipment to filter oily waterEquipment to filter oily water
•• Oil concentration not to exceed 15 Oil concentration not to exceed 15 ppmppm
•• Device to stop overboard discharge if > 15 Device to stop overboard discharge if > 15 ppmppm
•• Holding tank to retain oily bilge waterHolding tank to retain oily bilge water
•• Details to be recorded in Oil Record BookDetails to be recorded in Oil Record Book
•• Also details of disposal and incineration Also details of disposal and incineration 

MARPOL                                        MARPOL                                        
Annex I, Regulation 16Annex I, Regulation 16



MARPOL Enforcement in USA    MARPOL Enforcement in USA    
OverviewOverview

•• Authorities targeting OWS & ORB violationsAuthorities targeting OWS & ORB violations
•• Not necessary to prove unlawful discharge of oilNot necessary to prove unlawful discharge of oil
•• ““BeBe fearfulfearful ofof prosecutionprosecution”” (Department(Department ofof Justice)Justice)
•• ““A major priorityA major priority”” (Environmental Crimes Unit)(Environmental Crimes Unit)



John Peter Suarez                                             
Assistant Administrator, Environmental 

Protection Agency

“These indictments and guilty pleas underscore 
the federal government’s  resolve to 

prosecute polluters who use the oceans and 
shorelines as dumping grounds…We will 
take swift and appropriate actions against 

those who are responsible whether they are 
on board or in the boardroom”



Tom Sansonetti
Assistant Attorney General, Justice Department 

Environmental & Natural Resource Division

“Our oceans are not dumping grounds and 
lying to the US Coast Guard will be 

vigorously prosecuted”
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OverviewOverview

•• Approx 90 cases to date (>$200m fines/penalties)Approx 90 cases to date (>$200m fines/penalties)
•• Whistleblower awards (up to 50% of fine)Whistleblower awards (up to 50% of fine)
•• Plea terms becoming more stringentPlea terms becoming more stringent
•• Challenges few and unsuccessfulChallenges few and unsuccessful
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What does the USCG look for?What does the USCG look for?

•• Chipped or fresh paintChipped or fresh paint
•• Oily marks and smudges around pipe jointsOily marks and smudges around pipe joints
•• Blanked off flanges and flanged flexible hosesBlanked off flanges and flanged flexible hoses
•• Possible crossover pipes (to ODV, sewage, ballast)Possible crossover pipes (to ODV, sewage, ballast)
•• Removable spool pieces and elbows in pipelinesRemovable spool pieces and elbows in pipelines
•• Operation of older OWS unitsOperation of older OWS units
•• Inability to operate OWSInability to operate OWS
•• SuspiciousSuspicious crewcrew behaviourbehaviour && conflictingconflicting statementsstatements
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What does the USCG look for?What does the USCG look for?

•• Oil Record Book inconsistencies:Oil Record Book inconsistencies:
-- entries too few or too regularentries too few or too regular
-- entries made in pencil and/or erasedentries made in pencil and/or erased
-- pages missingpages missing
-- blank lines left between entriesblank lines left between entries
-- lack of sludge disposal receiptslack of sludge disposal receipts
-- sludgesludge productionproduction && disposaldisposal recordsrecords dondon’’tt matchmatch
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Typical ScenarioTypical Scenario

•• Routine USCG inspection Routine USCG inspection –– visit E/R, talk to crew visit E/R, talk to crew 
•• Possible Possible ““red flagsred flags”” observedobserved
•• Leave ship Leave ship –– may not voice suspicions at this stagemay not voice suspicions at this stage
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Typical ScenarioTypical Scenario

•• USCGUSCG return unannounced with EPA/FBI agentsreturn unannounced with EPA/FBI agents
•• Break open pipelines and dismantle ODVBreak open pipelines and dismantle ODV
•• Seize physical evidence (Seize physical evidence (egeg hoses, elbows)hoses, elbows)
•• Take many photographsTake many photographs
•• Interview crew and take statements:                            Interview crew and take statements:                            

. . -- OWS/incinerator inspection & maintenance                       OWS/incinerator inspection & maintenance                       

.. -- knowledge of OWS/incinerator operations            knowledge of OWS/incinerator operations            

.. -- will look for inconsistencieswill look for inconsistencies
•• Ship detained if grounds for suspicionShip detained if grounds for suspicion
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Do not obstruct the investigators                  Do not obstruct the investigators                  
Do not amend or destroy records                  Do not amend or destroy records                  

Do not try to influence crewmembers   Do not try to influence crewmembers   
Do not lie Do not lie 

This may make the situation worse                      This may make the situation worse                      
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Typical ScenarioTypical Scenario

•• Search warrant for whole ship may be executedSearch warrant for whole ship may be executed
•• Master/Ch Eng may receive Grand jury subpoena:                 Master/Ch Eng may receive Grand jury subpoena:                 

.. -- ambit usually very broad                                       ambit usually very broad                                       

.. -- documents, manuals, messages, logs, computers      documents, manuals, messages, logs, computers      
•• Grand jury subpoena may be served on crew:              Grand jury subpoena may be served on crew:              

.. -- testimonytestimony

.. -- crew may be detained as material witnessescrew may be detained as material witnesses
•• Findings considered with prosecution in mindFindings considered with prosecution in mind
•• Prosecutors may target individuals in companyProsecutors may target individuals in company
•• Be aware of Mutual Legal Assistance TreatyBe aware of Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty
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•• Clean Water Act (failingClean Water Act (failing toto reportreport discharge of oil)discharge of oil)
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•• Conspiracy (fine/up to 5 years prison)Conspiracy (fine/up to 5 years prison)
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ImportantImportant

US corporate liability laws make it US corporate liability laws make it 
very difficult for a very difficult for a shipownershipowner to avoid to avoid 

criminal liability in such cases. A criminal liability in such cases. A 
company cannot escape prosecution company cannot escape prosecution 
by claiming that it by claiming that it ““didndidn’’t knowt know””. . 
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P&I cover is not automatic in P&I cover is not automatic in 
incidents of this nature. Each case is incidents of this nature. Each case is 

considered on its own merits. In considered on its own merits. In 
certain circumstances there may be certain circumstances there may be 

no cover at all. no cover at all. 
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.. -- check pipelines/fittings against shipscheck pipelines/fittings against ships’’ drawings                  drawings                  

.. -- remove all flexible pipes                                      remove all flexible pipes                                      

.. -- remove or blank off all flanges not in use. remove or blank off all flanges not in use. 
•• Use USCG OWS inspection criteria as baseline?Use USCG OWS inspection criteria as baseline?
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